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Trash dep~ited at UCF's "landf"dl" doesn't make a pretty picture.

Dumped·on
UCF's third body of water has become a landfill ·
by Michelle Naspinski
Future staff

While state officials say that the university may ·face up to $10,QOO per day for harbormg an illegal dump site, a spokesman for
the university's Physical Plant contends
that the site has been monitored and is in
keeping with state regulations. .
As it states on page 16 of the UCF
catalogue, Lake Claire and Lake Lee "con-

tribute to the natural beauty of the
campus."
But UCF's third standing body of water,
which is not really a lake at all, but a rain·
filled pit, does not.
In fact, Dr. Jack Stout, an ecology prof~ssor here, described the pit as
"hideous-from any standpoint, biol~gical
or otherwise.''
The trash-filled, pea soup-colored pit is

Dump, page 10

10 percent of ·UCF residents drop meal plan
. by Keith V. Kyker

the lnterhall Council, student af- said. He added that he anticipates
fairs, and business affairs to review having more students reject a volunwy meal plan if it is still in effect in
the applications.
Six weeks have passed since the
·
Scott said lack of. information on the fall.
UCF administration agreed to the application itself was a major
''We feel it (the small number of
abolish a mandatory ·meal plan for reason for rejection.
students leaving the meal plan) is an
the remainder of t ·h e spring
Scott believes so few students on indication only . of what some
semester, and less than 10 percent of the meal plan applied because the students wanted to have happen
the students affected have change occurred during the middle this semester," Scott said.
'
withdrawn from the program.
The vo~untary meal plan has also
of the school year.
Dick Scott, director of Auxiliary
"By and large, it's still an unusual allowed students to use other
Services said that 100 of the 755 situation to stop in the middle of a facilities. The cafeteria used to be
students on the meal plan applied · semester and change the program. the oDly place where meal cards
for withdrawal. But only 75 of those We don't feel that this is necessari- were honored.
applications have been approved.
"Our original calculations inly an indication of ·what ~ould hapPresident Trevor Colbourn ap- pen if we were to start the school dicated that we'd have a higher
pointed three representatives from year with a voluntary plan," Scott percentage of attendance because
Future staff

you would be able to eat iii other
units on campus. At least in the initial week that was not the case,"
Scott said.
'
Meanwhile, a committee headed
by Dr." LeVester Tubbs, vicepresident of Student Affairs, 1s investigating alternative companies
to service the meal plan. ''Beginning
next wee}t we will have people com··
ing in from other companies other
than SAGA to sort of discuss with ,
us different facets of different programs," Tubbs said.
Tubbs said c~st is a primary con-

l\fUI, page 4

8 seek power in .SG;
on,e .newcomer run.s
by Mike Griffin
Future ltatf

Eight candidates are Vying for the tw~ highest and most po~erful
positions in UCF's Student Government.
The presidential race has shaped up to be ~ interesting one.
New~omer Joseph Bowen, Senators Marjt Geary, Jennifer Joslin,
Attorney General Pete'Morlock.and VicePresidentTico Perez are all
hoping to occupy the president's chair in the fall.
Perez is considered a slight favorite because of his extensive ' ·
senate and cabinet experience. However, Student Body President
George Chandler said he will probably endorse Morlock.
Vice Presidential candidates are Sen. Dave Kiser, Matt Weber
and Barton Weeks. Weber served as a senator last year, while
Weeks is adviser to Vice President Perez.
Campaigning begins Sunday at 6 p.m. WUCF Radio is sponsoring
~ debate April 1 and 2. Voting will t.ake place April 6 and 7.

Tourna"'ent tears

Meg Shuler weeps at a 63-00 loss to IJvingston University in women's
basketball. See page 11 for story.
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EVENTS--------------------------------The nut Student Nurse's Assoeiation meeting will be held on March 24,
in PC 104, from 12 p.m. to 'l p.m. Presidential elections will be held. Also,
there will ·be a salad bar. For further information contact Pam Gordon,
275·2696.

• ••
The Society of Professional Journalists will be electing new officers at its
March 26 meeting at 10 a.m. in HFA 205. A guest speaker will keynote the
meeting.
Anyone interested in joining t~e club is invited to attend.

Bai Nlllnl Vltl•I~ &
58 H11" FoN S.111011

N

•••

The 1982 Spring Road Rally will be March 27. The event begins at 9 a.m.
at the SC and ends at a secret spot on Florida's east coast.
Registration deadline is March 24 at 8:30 p.m. Entry fees are $1 per car
and only those cars with two passengers will be eligible for trophies. For
more· information, call th~ SC at X_-2633.

•
•
•
•

H111thy M11ehl•
Whole Whllt Spa9hlttl
N11rltlt1 Boob Dr19 M• l8'or111lflon
• TH Shlrll

tt61t E. e.lonl1I Dr.
275-0150

''Sly It . I .·' ..:. I .· ! . I . t, \\ I '

•••

The Navy's Civilian Personnel Command will be on campus March 31 to
interview interested students for fall 1982 co-op positions. There will be
positions availa6le for statistics, finance, computer sciena:, ~sychology,
sociology, business/management, math and accountancy ma1ors. Com~ by
the co-op office, ADM 124 for more information.

•••

The second annual No Regard Benefit Party for Muscular Dystrophy will
be heid on April 2 at Lake Claire. The 100-keg party will host two live
bands. All proceeds will go to the Central ~orida MDA. Tickets can be purchased from any member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity.

·ao1n
tt •• "7 p111

•••

Sit.
Cl•••~ S1ncllf

. . "1111. -

Undergraduate and graduate students planning to attend either the .
12-week summer semester or the 6-week summer HA" short term, have until
April 6 to submit applications.
Those ·i ntending to take courses only during the summer ''B'' term have
until May 18 to apply.
For additional :information on UCF applications, contact the admissions
office at X-2511.
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SIGMA CHI
_pre~ents

The 9th Annual
Sweetheart Ball

April 10th
Rio Pinar Country Club
tickets $4.<JO
open to all

!

-~

I

.

I

• ••
The I & R Division of the Computer Center is in need of qualified
graduate students to work up to· 20 hours per week on the Supplemental
Computer Assistance for the Faculty (SCAF) propam. Qualified seniors
will also be considered. Salaries could raJige up to $13 per hour for.doctoral
candidates. For more information contact Lou Oddo at X-2713.

•••

The UCF Alumni Association will grant 14 schQluahips totaling nearly
$12,000 to students attending UCF during the academic year of 1982-'83.
Applications for the scholarships are available at the UCF alumni relations office and must be completed and returned no later than March 31.
To qualify, applican·t s must have a 3.0 overall grade point average and a
record of service in campus and community activities. There is no financial
need requirement, as ·all awards are merit-based.
The scholarship program offers .five new $600 Alumni Fellows awards by ·
the Alumni Association in addition to the existing award in that category.
At least one scholarship will be given to a student at each class level.
· · The· association also awards the annual $1,000 Millican Scholarship,
·whidi has been given since 1978 and is named after the university's first
president, Charles N. Millican. The award is presented to an outstanding
junior for use during the student's senior year at UCF.
There are also individual $600 awards to six students transferring ft:'om
each ~f the community colleges within UCF' s service area: V alericia,
Seminole, Lake-Sumter, Daytona Beach, Brevard, and Central Florida.
The Alumni Association also funds an annual.$3,600 President's Scholar
Award, which is granted to a qualified high school senior who meets National Merit Scholarship qualifications. Winners receive $900 annually dur·
ing their four years at UCF.
Additional information on UCF alumni Scholarships is available at the
alumni relations office X-2233.

•••
The Scholarship Bank has announced 10 new scholarship programs that
are now accepting applications from college students. A~rding to Steve
Danz, director of the research program, funds are now available for
students in the following fields.:
. College teaching: The Danforth Foundatio~ offers up to $3,500 per year to
students interested in teaching as a profession. Approximately 26 percent
of the 3,000 annual awards go to minority Candidates.
Exceptional Student Fellowships: Available for the summer of 1982,
these funds will be used to offer summer employment to students in
business, law, computer programming, accounting and related fields. Parttime year-round employment and permanent employment with one of the
nation's largest insurance companies is also available.
Antbropol~, biology, conservation, marine science, eoci~logy: Field
Research proJect grants $300 to $600 per applicant to assist in a number of
· research projects.
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Visitation proposal may ha_m per security.
by Keith V. Kyker
and Kathleen Foronda
Future lfcdt

· Dorm students at UCF are considering a 24-hour visitation proposal that might cause security problems if it is passed.
The proposal allows students
24-hour visitation but prohibits
students from rooming with
members of the opposite sex.
Housing Director Chris · McCray
said although he ·sees no problems
getting the proposal passed, securi·
ty repercussions could cause some
difficulty.
"Right now, at a certain hour, a
. person could be walking through a

hall and we'll know the person
shouldn't be there," he said. "With
24-hout visitation, we couldn't ques·
tion it." Under UCF's current rules,
.visitation ends at midnight on Sundays to Thursdays and at 2 a.m. on
Fridays and Saturdays.
McCray added that each hall also
follows quiet-hour restrictions that
prohibit loud music and noise. These
"study hours" are usually assigned.
between 10 p.m. and 8 a.m., he said.
Residence assistants regularly
check floors during restricted hours,
McCray said, but ''we do not go
checking rooms and listening to
doors," he added.
Kay Pickering, head resident of
the dormitories said she is also con-

cemed with the possible security
problems and suggested two alternatives.
·
.
Pickering said offering an escort
service to resident students- after
dark or stationing a full-time UCF
policeman in the dormitory complex
might be a solution.
·

~uncil-a dorm student government-will discuss the proposal by
. the end of this month and then make
a formal presentation to the dean of
students and the vice president of
Student Affairs. The council , has
been formulating such a proposal
Since 1979 with Student Govern·
ment,. he said.

'we do not go ·checking
rooms and listening to
doors'

If the proposal is approved by the
administration, McCray said each'
residence hall would det.ennine its
own visitation rules. "The max. According to McCray, copies of imum would be 24-hour visitation.
the new dorm visitation pr.oposal The minimum would be no visitation
have been distributed to all dorm at all,'' McCray said. The new rules ·
students for comments and ~ould then be implemented procriticisms. He said the lnterhall bably next fall, he .said.

Walkathon to benefit former UCF student
by Kathleen Foronda

April 10 in order to raise funds for
former UCF student Bert Bums.
- Bums, 20, was paralyzed in a trafAbout 200 people- will be par- fic accident Jan. 9 aft.er being struck
ticipating in .a special walkathon by another car that was speeding
NewlEdltOI'

.

According to walkathon coor·
through a r~ light near Mills
Avenue and ·Colonial Drive. He is dinator, Karen Huebner, Steak and
currently undergoing therapy -in the Ale Restaurants is sponsoring the
spinal unit ·w ard of Lucerne General event which begins at the Steak and
Hospital.
Burns, page 4

CORRECTION
OOPS!

HAPPY HOUR

In the last issue
of the . Future (Feb.
26) the ad for Carvel
stated "ice milk."
This was in error.
Carvel prides itself
· on freshly made high
quality "ice cream"
and does not sell ice
milk. The Fu tu re
regrets this error_.

55 ¢ Drafts ·
$2.75 Pitchers
Monday - Friday

4 P.M to 6 PM

* Wide Screen TV * Games *

mputer provides you with 5 to 25 sources
f financial aid matched with your individual
; interests and qualifications.
• Results are guaranteed.
• For complete information call:

291-9967
Or write to:
Academic Counseling Servic~

P.O. Box 285
Oarcona, FL 32710

Ji(8,,~oc

r

·(()1 . .

C:Lintc

lnd 1\ 1dual

628-0405
Toll Free 800-432-5249

ATTENTION SCIENCE
AND ENGINEERING
MAJORS!
The Air Force has openings for young men and women
majoring in selected science and engineering fields like
Aeronautical, Aerospace, General and Electrical
Engineering, Mathematics, Physics and Computer
Technology.
To help prepare for one of these, Air Force RO~ offers two and four-year programs of study which will
defr~y some of your college costs.
.
After completion of the AFROTC requirement, and
upon your graduation, you 'II be commissioned an officer
in the Air Force. Then comes responsibility, experience in
your speciality with some of the best poople and facilities
in the ,world, and a mission with a purpose. You'll get excellent starting salary, medical and dental care, 30 days of
paid vacation beginning your first year, and more.
Look into the Air . For~ ROTC program right away.
See what's in it for you. see how you can serve your country in return. You'll be glad you put your major tO work
on a job that really counts.

!

.';

·;

Contact:

BOTC

Gat~woy too gre?t way of life.

Professor of Aerospace Studies

Howard Phillips Hall, Suite 310
University of C-entral Florida
(305) 275-2264
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D.D.S.
• Famlly Dentistry at
affordable rates.
• For quality Denture Service
and all other Dentai needs.
at

3013 Aloma Ave. (Ott 436)

ALOMA MIDICAL ARTS CENTll
Office Hours

Eve.• Weekend
.Appmntl. Avatr.

~.Appmnt.

OPIN SATURDAY 9 AM to I PM
EMERGENCIES ACCEPTED
67·77~

• INS. •MEDICAID ACCEPTED •

- .

.sideration for comparison. The committee will make a report and recommendations to the administration
after the investigation.
Both Scott and Tubbs said they
expect UCF to continue the voluntary meal plan next year. "At this
point in time it's my feeling that we
will probably opt for an all-optional
meal plan for next fall," Tubbs said.
Student Body president George
Chandler said that the 10. percent
figure was . "reasonable·~,,

T~g~J:ycj.f~i~s

Ale restaurant at 640 S. Orlando
Ave., and ends at Lucerne General.
Huebner said registration for the
15·mile walk will be from 8:30 a.m.
to 9:00 a.m. April 10. Huebner, also
a UCF student, worked with Burns
at the Red Lobster Inn in Winter
Park.
Both Steak and Ale and Red
Lobster restaurants _ have held
-car- washes to helpfund raisers
Burns cover his hospital expenses.
There is also a tentative goal of collecting $20,000 to pay for added ex·

like

N• . N:J ~_:s_s::_d_to_b:~:~:_:_:::~---------,

Do you know,what the barriers to study are? What~ 1
would it be like to study a subject and really know it 1
afterwards? Would you like to spend less time studying?
I
0
You can learn this vital information about study ~ our
I
:very short and inexpensive study course.
· I
.
Call the Dianetics Information Center at
. I
I
;
.
.
423.§41~
.
..
.
.
'
I
p
Mr
-·
Ni
Wr
MM
~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-·

i·

1

'

wheelchair lift.
Last Saturday, UCF's Pi Kappa
Alpha .fraternity organized a picnic
fundr&iser at Lake Claire for Burns
who is a fraternity member. According to Scott Bell, ·president of Pi
Kappa Alpha, about 300 hundred
people showed up for the event and
$1,000 was raised to be deposited in
a special fund for Burns.
For more information on th~
walkathon or the special Atlantic
Bank account for Bums, call
Huebner at 273-1271 or Huff at

. ENGINEERING
PROGRAMMING.

I

COIN-O~MAGIC

I

,

· LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING
SAVE 10% WITH THIS COUPON OR UCF I.D.
On Your Wash • Dry Cleaning • Wash, Dry & Fold
104 S. SEMO RAN BouLEVARD
AT THE INTERSECTION OF UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD

&

SEMORAN

. NuTTuT~h~n~~n~~~~Em~TBMoo~SuTI~

OPEN 7 :30AM • 9:00PM DAILY 8 :00AM • 9:00PM SATURDAY
PHONE : .678-3414

.

&

SuNDA v
.

:

I
I
I
I
II
I

L--~----------~-----------~

All Disciplines
(Aerospace/Commercial ·Electronics)

-FLORIDA· SOUTHEAST
Immediate Needs
Hundreds of Florida
Engineering Positions Available
Send resume in confidence to:

·: L.A. HOFFMANN
& ASSOCIATES, INC.
Englna•rlng Recruiters
708 E11t Colonial Drive
Orlando, Flor-Ida 32803

. . 1·305·841·2780
Serving Ciienti Nationwide

Weekdays 11 :30. 10:00
Weekends 11 :30 - 11 :00
~l-4--'-"---r--1 Sunday 4:00 · 10:00

For Reservations
~ ...~......-J Phone 871·2120

118 So. Semoran Blvd. (Rt. 438)
(~ mlle south of Aloma) ..
BEGINNER OR ADVANCED • Cost Is
about the same as- a semester In a
U.S. college: $2,989. Price Includes Jet
round trip to Seville from New York,
room, board, ancr tuition complete.
G.overnment grants and loans
available for eligible students.
Uve with a Spanish ~amlly, attend
classes four hours a day, four days a
week, four months. Earn 16 hrs. of

taught In U.S. colleges over a two
year time span). Your Spanish studies
wlll be enhanced by opportunities
not available In a U.S. classroom.
Standardized tests show our students'
language skllls superior to students
completlng two year programs In U.S.
Hurry, It takes a lot.of time to make arrangements. FALL SEMESTER - SEPT.
10-DEC. 22/SPRING SEMESTER· Feb. 1 -

SEM"ESfERlNSPAIN
2442 E. Collier S.E. Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)

cALL T0 LL FREE

for full information 1-800-253-9008
(In Mich ., or if toll free llne inoperative call 1-616-942-2903 or 942-2541 collect)

Soft .
Contact Lenses
Only
$38.00 *PerPair
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Full $38~00 Refunded ·
Within 40 Days
··.
We Fit the Best Quality Contact Lenses
Baush & Lomb, Aquaflex, Hydrocurve & Amer. Hydron

DR.· CHARLES HANl(lNS 886-3223
• introductory price ollir~t.pair
professional ffttlng fees ·aadfflonat

>

P~ge5
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Greek Week '82

A Sunday night bomire was at·
tended by 4 more than 400
Greeks. ·
Brian i.Pet.er/Nan

Wayne Malagone, La!Qbda Chi
Alpha, can't stand the sight of
the needle.

by Beth lwaszuk
Future atalf

Q. What is the meaning of
"Greeks Go Undercover"?

a. It's the title for a new
porno film based on the
life of Oedipus.
b. It's the code name for
the plan organized by
fraternities and sororities
nationwide to discover
next spring's color com·
l>Q.
c. It's a new technique
used by ROTC to recruit
fraternity and soroity
members.
d. It's a plan developed
by a Michigan law frater·
nity to thwart the.lef·
tists ~ El Salvador.
e. None of the above.

can drive.
.
Though the theme of Greek Week
revolved around spies and detectives, it began Sunday with the
classic _fraternity film, "Animal
House.'' Afterward, 400 Greeks attended a bonfire at ~e Claire.

~

If you answered "e" you are ab-.
.
~ ..
solutely right because "Greeks Go
'
Undercover'' was the theme for this
year's Greek Week (March 14-19) at
UCF.
_
Steve Throneberry; president of
_Among the week's activities was a the Interfraternity Council, said
two-day blood drive sponsored by that though only a little over onethe interfraternity and Panhellenic tenth of the Greeks at UCF gave
Council. Beginning Monday, the blood, he considers these figures k
drive brought in 240 pints of blood. be ·good.
Approximately 148 pints of that ' "
.
blood was donated by Greeks.
More than half · the donations
Members of Tau· Kappa Epsilon were from Greeks" he said. "From a
donated 46 pints to place first in school with 13,000 students, I think
fraternity competition. The sorority that's pretty good.''
Alpha Delta Pi placed first by
All donations are added to UCF 's
donating 8 pints.
blood account at the Central Florida.

Rhyme
time .

Monday, Greeks hung banners
depicting aspectir of the .undercover
theme_on the cafet.eria walls. That
eveiling, th~y celebrated "Jersey
Night" at the . Universal Skating
Rink and "Attitude Adjustment" at
Chuck E. Cheese's.
·
· To celebrate St. Patrick's Day, a
· costume dance was held at the
Winter Park Civic Center. Awards
for the best costumes portraying a,
detective . or a mystery character
were presented to both fraternity
and sorority members.
Blood Bank. This account provides
free blood-for students, faculty and
staff members at UCF.
An honorary accounting fraternity arranges for a bloodmobile like
the one used in the blood drive -to be on ~pus once .every spring and
fall semesters.
Along with the blood drive, the
Greeks are having an, aluminum can
drive throughout this week to raise
money for charity. Greek ~eek is a
non-profit venture, aside from _the

In honor of a dying lit.erary
medium,
Inside Li.nes annolinces
Among our liter&rY scenes,
its
first
poetry page to be
Saddest this ~ght to me.
.
written
by
UCF students..
The graves of little
Poetry
submitted
at the Future
magazines
editorial
office.
before
April 9 will
That died to make verse
be
considered
for
the
section
and
free
will .be published in the April 16
edition of the Future.
Keith Preston, The Liberators
There .is i;io specific theme for
this
section,
although
photographs that match poetry

At Lake Claire Thursday, Greeks
gathered at a picnic to compete in a
tug-o-war, a keg roll and toss, and
canoe races.
Friday afternoon the games will
continue with chariot, tricycle and ·
-m attress races. Greek Week will
come to a musical end starting with
a Greek Sing Friday evening, followed by an awards presentation and informal dance.

will also be considered for
publication. Any student who is
not on the Future staff may enter.
Judging the poetry will be an
honors student from the English
departm~t, an English professor
and the section editor.
Inside Lfnes hopes to provide
.an opportunity for student poets
to have their works published and
to entertain fellow students.

~
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woman hit
on Alafaya
. by Lee Elliott
Entertainment Editor

A woman jogging along
. Alafaya Trail was struck by a car
eariy Tuesday morning is still in
critical condition at Florida
Hospital South as of·deadline.
At about 8:30 a.m. Carol
Schmeider, 21, was jogging on the
shoulder of highway 620 when she
tried to cross the road and was
struck by a northbound auto, according to a patrol report.
Miss Schmeider was visiting
Orlando with a track team from

Western Illinois University, ac·
cor~ to an ambulance report.
She had been staying at the
University Inn at the comer of
Colonial Drive and Alafaya Trail.
f:lo · charges have been filed
against the driver of the car at
this time. The driver is a 27 ·year
014 UCF student. '
· Miss Schmeider was taken to
Orlando · General Hospital, then
.was transferred by helicopter to
· intensiv'e care · at Florida
Hospital.

-AUTO SALVAGE BROKERSUSED AUTO PARTS
AIRPORT TOWING
·24 HOUR TOWING
24 HOUR IOAD SERVICE
BIN JUNK CARS
MOVE ABANDONED VEHICLES

Campus police assisted in traf·
fie control at the accident site. In·
vestiga~on of the .accident is be.ing handled by . Trooper McCrystal of the Florida Highway
Patrol.
·

EAST HWY. SO
EMERGENCY #275-8721

~

~

The Scientific Approach to a Tota·) Look
for Men and Women .. .Includes Hair analysis

~
Ii

WE ARE HERE

9·5 Tues. ·Sat.
Thurs. Eve.
by Appt. Only

7213 Curry Ford Rd.
Orlando ~

AlAFAYA

UCF

.568-2156 . ! ~

.

§

$·$ $

:

WITH
TH~ HERTZ CORPORATION

.,.

. >

@REDKEN®

-=

we

II

12309 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, Florida

I==

COME FOR THE BEST ITALIAN
COOKIN.G & PIZZA IN TOWN
AND RECEIVE A l 0% DISCOUNT
· WITH YOlJR UCF 1.0. CARD

=
=

.

WE SPECIALIZE IN TAKE-OUT ORDERS
CALL

273-3631
WINE&

MON .-THIJRS .
l i':30-10
FRIDAY 11 :30-11
SATURDAY 3-11
SUNDAY I-IO

WUC·F·FM

89.9
Staff Positfon Openiiig

lEI

i

" You really haven't tasted Italian Food until you try us."

"Ask about our
daily luncheon
specials!"

.
~

I

I

Italian Restaurant & Pizza

I

· ~ A leader In the car rental Industry Is seeking ·
responsible, business minded students and student
organlmtlons Interested lo earning ·extra CASH or ==
-.=
·
25 FUNJJ.S for their organizations.
~
need ambitious entrepreneual students to pro-1
mote~ on campus, a .~ .. limited offer car rental pro~ gram . . . to students travell ng to eastcoast and . 5
i5 - southwestern cities In April a(ld May.
This Is a unique opportunity to test your creative
.
and marketing skills while receiving substanclal
cash rewards. For additional Information about
our program contact Ms.· Cooper at 859-8400, 8:3.0 .
== am • 5:00 pm weekdays.

I

CURRY ,ORD ROAD -

No Gratuities Please

·::
~ ~

lllftlllllllllllllHllllHHttlmllllllIllllllllllllllllllIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllIll,lllllIllllllllIIII lllUlllllllllllIIHllllllllll _ ·

Azeem Hairstyling

O.PEN

·

Station Manager
~esponsibilities Include: Implementing broadcast criteria, pro8ramming and pro. c~ures as relayed by the ,general manager; over-all ·supervision of the. station and
' its personnel; developing annual fiscal budgets and maintaining accounting pro_cedures ·in conjunction with the general manager; preparation of biweekly payroll
and payroll records; for developing special program ideas and/or format revision;
plu~ other d~ties. .
·
Applicant must be a student at UCF, with a minimum schedule of 6 semester
·
hours of study, and a GPA of 2.0 or better.
Reports to the general manager. Paid f<?r 20-hour week at $4.00 per hour .. Position
effective April 26, 1982 through April 22, 1983. Submit letter of application with
· resume to: Keith H. Fowles, General Manager, WUCF-FM, Llbrary Suite B 11,
UCF. Deadline for applications is April 5, 1982.
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Tattoo: stigmata with an unjust stigl'na
•
by Lee Elliott
Entertainment Editor

The '!'YStique is strong and alluring. Nearly everyone I talked with
lzad a secret desire ·to get a small,
discreet tattoo-fora while, anyway.
None of these people had visited a
tattoo parlor, however.
When I deci<kd to do this story, I
tried to bury my expectations of
what I'd find at Fred's Skin Illustrations, Inc., a small tattoo parlor on
Colonial Drive near Honda of
Orange County. I kept picturing a

burly, bearchd ·sailor lurking. in an
exotic, dark shop with beaded curtains.
Nonsense, I told myself. He's probably a slight, nearsighted Buck
Henry type who could pass for an accountant. I pulkd up in the parking
lot and got ready to breeze in and
have all my·ignorant, romantic iUu·

Three views of the artist at work. "Sailor Bill" Johnson needles another customer

Try a Dali on your deltoid, a
Turner on your tush, or a Titiansions shattered. ·
"Can I help you?" The tattoo artist calla from behind the counter.
He's not Buck Heney. His T-shirt
The shop is clean and well-lit. The says "Custom body work," his
walls are covered with colored il· forearm is covered with· a large,
lustrations, artwork to- go. Take elaborate tattoo. He's bearded and
your choice of a sailing ship, a skult burly and his name is Sailor Bill
''That's my professional name,"'
parrots, flowers; butterflies, hearts,
says
Bill Johnson, who at 32 is a
saucy wenches who make Little An·
nie Fanny look like a hormone defi;. former sailor and a tattoo artist with
ciency case, dragons, Samurai war· four year's experience. ·
The stereotype is all visual,
riors, lightning bolts, sunset$ (or
sunrises), knives, sharks, pot leaves, however. Johnson is more than
unicorns, owls, chains, zodiac signs, ready to shatter a few. illusions. He's
meat stamps (USDA Choice, Grade- an intelligent, soft-spoken man who
loves to philosophize and can conA), and more.
Why invest in oils when you can verse knowledgeably on topics from
have an original that doesn't even film · to psychology. One of his
need a frame? When you have a tat- favorite topics is the wealth of
too, you've got something no one misinformation about his craft.
Mindful of the tattoo's outlaw im·
t.ake away from you. (More
age~ he and the shop's owner, Fred
·
about this, later.)

can

Koelle, are careful to keep the place . and roll people, even the wife of a
clean · and attractive. Their in· congressman." He declinee to tell
struments are sterilized and the. who she was, or when she was tat·
pigments are all government· tooed, but doea-·uy she has a rose
approved. Both their business cards tattooed on her breast; ·not a spot
announce that the shop is licensed readily visible to constituents. .
by the etate.
.
Since the welder picked a design
It's the only tattoo parlor in the ci· from the wall, Sailor Bill uses a
ty. Although South Orange Blossom ready-made stencil to outline the
Trail may have been the most likely art. When applied to wet skin, the
site for business, Johnson calls .the stencil leaves a purpli2[1h·blue pa.t:
Trail "too seedy."
tern very much like a wash-off jlecal
Signs·announce that the shop will
Johnson begins the black outlines
not tattoo faces, hands or feet. "Per- with a "type 3" needle: three tiny
s0nally, I feel that's just marking points in the holder for a fine, sharp
the body up. You could get your face line. The needle looks like an electric
tattooed, but would you still want it drafting pen and sounds like an elec·
ten years from now?" Johnson said tric toothbrush-buzzing quietly,
"I don't feel it's ·in keeping with the not whining like a dentist's 4ril1. ·
overall artistic effect, · plus, it's
The outline takes only a few
harder to allow tattoos on the face. minutes. He dips the needle into a
small cup of ink and traces, oec91hands and feet to ·heal properly.''
Nor will the artists tattoo minors sionally pausing to wipe away ex·
or people "under the influence."
ce88 color and a little blood.
After a sober adult customer ·has
The customer looks on with
chosen a design. Johnson hands him satisfaction and says, "I'm usually
a business card :with the "Proper bleeding more that this by now."
care of your new tattoo" listed on
"Don't I get any credit?" Johnson
the back and a tube of Bacitracin complains goodnaturedly.
ointment.
. The haJJmark of a good artist is
The first customer tonight is a gentle pressure from a steady hand,
welder, about to get his fifth tattoo. to leave the ink deep enough to stay,
Johnson seats him in the barber yet lightly enough to leave the skin
·chair and cleans and shaves his intact.
For the broad, colored areas,
forearm.
Though his most frequent Johnson switch~ to a needle with
customers are blue-collar workers · seven points. ·
"You'll probably bleed more
like this one, Johnson said he's
decorated "all kinds of people. rhere now," he said.
is no 'typical' customer. I've done
tattoo, page 8
bikers, sailors, street people, rock

Ustinov takes role in new Christie thriller
by Larry Thompson
Fulur• ltaff

The police officer looked up -from

the papers scattered on his desk and
stared curiously at the woman stan·
ding before him. A few miles away
on the Scottish moors lay the brutally battered body of another woman.
And so the tale begins.
The most recent screen adaptation
of an Agatha Christie novel, "Evil
Under the Sun" is forged in the
classic whodunnit style-a
mysterious opening, a seemingly
unrelated storyline, and a surprise
ending.
·
Usually, movies of this type
n~ssarily plod along to facilitate

the introduction of the large cast of
characters while providing the
viewer subtle clues to the identity of
the murderer. However, director
Guy Hamilton has avoided the pit· ·
fall of tedium by focusing on the
opulent setting of the Greek Isles
and the savoir-faire of Belgian super
sleuth, Hercule Poirot.
Peter Ustinov displays his great
talent as a character actor in the role
of the imperturbable and often immodest detective. In this mystery of
international flavor, Poirot is drawn
to an exclusive vacation castle perched on a craggy island, to in·
vestigate a routine insurance claim.
In the process, he finds himself
caught up in a perplexing murder
case.

Among the dubious, well-to-do
visitors to the island are: Patrick
Redfern (Nicholas Clay), a dashing
playboy accom~ed by his forlorn
wife, Christine (Jane Birkin); Rex
Brewster (Roddy McDowall), a
simpering writer with an affinity for
Sailor suits; and Arlene Marshall
(Diana Rigg), an arrogant prim.a
donna: who is being courted for a
new stage play by her producer
Odell ·(James Mason).
Elegantly sedu~tive as always,
Rigg clamors for the affections of
the handsome Redfern, all the while
berating her pouting daughter Lin·
da (Emily Hone). A twisted love
triangle develops, providing the
viewer with more clues for a possible
motive.

Despite the often high-brow
dialogue and social effrontery, the
pace. quickens as the suspects
become nervous, especially during
the shrewd queries of Poirot.
Of course, each suspect is willing
to present his or her own theory but
most humorous is Magg:le Smith as
hotel proprietres:s D:a.phnca Castle.
Her flirtatious congeniaJity con··
trasts sharply to the elan of Ustinov's Poirot.
Agatha Christie fans will enjoy
the challenge of solving this wellconceived mystery to determine the
perpetrator of the villanous 'evil
under the sun." But none can deliver
the evidence and paint the finger
better than the ultimate master,
Hercule Poirot.
1

-
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Tattoo.

from P· 1

More blood does well up from the
skin during the filling-in, but the
customer says the disco~fort is less
than during the outline. The blood
seeps up slowly in the needles' wake·
like beads of sweat.
The customer watches with nearhypnotic absorption. "Once you get
one tattoo, and you like it, you'll get
more. They're addicting,'' he said.
He doesn't find it painful. "You
know how your foot feels when it's
· gone to sleep, all pins and needles?
That's what it's like. Tingling."
Another man describes the sensation as like a scratch or abrasion,
nothing major. The part his dislikes
is the itching when the mark heals.
This man came in to have a new
tattoo correc't;ed where he'd scratched the dye out of it while it was still
fresh: Though he disagreed with the
man who found the designs "addicting," a green dragon caught his eye
as he was leaving. He sat back down
and paid for forty minutes' worth of
tattooing. That made it his fourth,
and last (he said) tattoo.
What happens 1f you make a
mistake, if the needle slips? ''You
don't make mistakes," Johnson

said. "That's why many really good
artists wouldn't make good tattoo
artists-there's- no room for
erasures_.''
If the customer is really unhappy
with the work, there are ways to
have it removed. Johnson says dermabrasion (sanding the skin) will
~emove the tattoo but leave a scar.
Laser therapy is sometimes used on
tattoos and birthmarks. Both are
done by medical doctors. In the
Yellow pages are two dermatologists who s~ialize in these
processes.
There is a semi-permanent tattoo
for those who just want to try it out:
tattooed fingernails. The design
lasts until the nail grows out and
isn't painful to get. ·He has a rose
tattooed on his own thumbnail that
is surprisingly delicate and· attractive~ I~ looks like scrin)shaw.
Johnson says he's new at nail tattooing, but welcomes a chance to
practice. An average design would
cost about $20 to $26.
This seems ideal for the timid who
find lasers just as threatening as
needles.
He has had no formal art training
and only enjoys drawing what he
calls fantasy ar:t.
He displays .his OWn tattoo as an
example. It's of a man and woman

standing on what·looks like another
planet. Though it's not artistically
great (many of the designs · in the
shop are crudely, even naively
drawn) it carries with it a feeling or
mood, and says something about its
owner.
Johnson calls himself a gypsy who
loves travel and eccentricity for its
own sake. His choice of tattoo
reveals a romantic side, a desire to
live by his own rules and break free
.
from the mundane.
This is probably shared by other·
tattoo afficionados. It broadcasts an
aura of individuality, even while an•
nouncing a kind of brotherhood to
other ''illustrated people.''
"You'd be surprised by the fraternity of people with tattoos,'' said
Johnson. He calls it an universal art
w~ch brings people together.
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A customer echoed this. ''When
you have a tattoo, you always have
something to talk about. Everyone
is fascinated by them. Whether they
secretly want one or not, they want
to know where I got it and what it
was like,'' he said.
A middle-aged couple passed by
the shop, while leaving the Italian
restaurant next door.
"That's a tattoo parlor," ·said the
man. He sounded surprised. His
wife looked curiously at !t, then
made a beeline for their car.
"Honey, want a tattoo?" he teased. He paused outside, almost
wistfully, looking in the door for a
glimpse of decadence. Maybe he was
expecting Dragon Lady from the
Milt Caniff comic strip, smoking an
opium pipe. He left with his illusions
intact.
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Two Days of Country Music's
Hottest Stars ·
SATURDAY, MAR. 27
JUDY BAILEY
RAZZY BAILEY
MOE BANDY
- JERRY LEE LEWIS
REBA McINTIRE ·
STEVE WARINER
GENE WATSON
-

.

. ·s uNDAY, MAR. 28
THE BLUE RID.GE
LEON EVERETTE
TERRI GIBBS
CHA.RLY McCLAIN
RONNIE McDOWELL
SWEETWATER
CONWAY TWITTY

Non-stop country music from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. rain or shine. Just 15 miles west of Circus World, at 1-4 and State Road 33 (Exit 20). ·
14 Hours of. Country Music That Cost Less Tha·n $2 an Hour!
ORDER TICKETS TODAY!
Adult Tickets
Youth Tickets (Ages 6-12)
Two Days - $25 ea.
Two Days - ·$5 ea.
Saturday Only - $15 ea.
Saturday Only - $3 ea.
Sunday Only - $15 ea. .
Sunday Only_- $3 ea.
· Children under 6 admitted free.
.

In Florida, call toll free:

1-800-282-7933 (Polk County call 967-8581)

BUSCH® is the Official Beer of Orange Blossom Jamboree

.

Anheuser-Busch, St.' Louis. Mo ..
....

.

'

BUSCH·

---;-aeer---

ir 1982
1

Entertain.ment Concepts, Inc. · .

-·
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Dump --------------------------------------------------------------------------·
located in an isolated, northwest state and county permits, neither of
comer o1 the campus, near Lake which UCF has, according to Abbott.
Claire.
''And under no circumstances can
John McManamy, an enviromnental specialist for the Department of you dump in water," McManamy
Environmental Regulation, said he said. "It will be there from now till
first discovered the dump site doomsday.''
The maximum penalty for dumpseveral years ago, while flying over
irig violations is $10,000 per day,
the campus.
uThey had to clean it up and fill it M~Manamy said.
The pit was created in the late
in," he recalled.
But Dan Abbott, supervisor of '60s, when the university excavated
waste water treatment for the a large amont of soil from the site, in
physical plant, remembers different- order to fill in lower areas of the
ly. He says the university was only campu~ where construction was be·required to erect a gate and warning ing conducted, Stout said.
.In time, the pit·filled with ground
signs.
McManamy also noted that it is il- water and rainfall, causing it to take
legal to operate a dump site without on the appearance of a mucky, man-

made lake.
Since then, physical plant workers
have used the swampy hole as a
dumping ground for left-over lumber
and other large trash, according to
Don Lee, director of the plant.
Today the pit, although only one- .
third the size it was in 1972, is the
final restjng place of an intriguing
nrix of garbage-from abandoned
desks to rolls of carpeting.
Ironically, amid the mire are signs
like sleeping sentinels that warn;
"No dumping by order of the state
of Florida."
''They know perfectly well that
you can't have an open dump by
state law," Stout said. "It's
dangerous; someone could fall in.

·improve yo~r memory.·
Order this memo board now-before you forget!

from page 1

I'm amazed that there are no
fences."
Instead, there is a gate that, like
the signs, was installed about two
years ago to mollify the DER. But,
as Lee readily admits, the pit is still
easily accessible from any part of
the 250-foot firebreak that stretches
across .the back of the campus.
Lee noted that the warning signs
apparently have not dissuaded "outsiders" from adding to the already
generous heap of debris at the pit
site. That, he said, may create a problem with the DER.
"We found several large garbage
bags that we knew weren't our
stuff," he said. "The DER doesn't
want dumping except at a sanitary
fill."
Eventually the university will
have to fill in the pit, burying existing garbage and transporting
larger pieces to a county dump site,
Lee said.
But there are no immediate pl~s
for such an action, Lee said. He-€dd·
ed that regualar use of. a county
dump site would ''cost money.''
In the meantime, "we have ow
own landfill/' Stout said. "Pretty
~y-looking, isn't it?"
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Rise above all that . . .
BECOME A GOD!
Receive a beautiful Certificate of Deification
and be entered in the Registry of Gods!
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American Institute
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Sports week
Play be.gin~ tonight in .Iowa

_

-.

Lady Knights advance to Nationals
by Vince Cotroneo
Futw• atart

. When the season began, the UCF Lady
Knight basketball squad was faced with the
prospect of having its third coach in as many
years. But new head coach Joe Sanchez said he
was different. Sanchez said he was taking his
· squad to the national tournament. Easy words
to say in October.
Well, tonight at 7 p.m. EST, the Lady
Knights will continue their quest for a national
championship in Oskaloosa, Iowa, where they
will challenge Butler (Ind.) University in the
first round of the AlAW quarter finals. UCF's
second place finish in the Region 3 tournament
·g ot them the bid. No lady Knight basketball
squad has ever come this far.
Seeded ninth in a nine-team field, the UCF
ladies were there only for the use of their
facilities. That's what the other t.eams thought
anyway. The Lady Knights erased Spring Hill
74-66 in the first night of competition. From
there, UCF survived two cliffhangers, ·edging
Belhaven (Miss.) 72-71 and Florida International 80-79 on a Teresa Tinsley baseline
jumper with five seconds left.
Then UCF met Livingston University of
Alabama, ranked seventh in the country in the
finals. Livingston was 28-6 on the year while
UCF entered the contest With a less-than..
impressive 23-13 overall record. But the Lady·
Knights took them to overtime before losing
63-60. Andrea Jackson and Meg Schuler led
UCF in the finals with 13 points each, and
Kevin Griggs/Future
Teresa Tinsley scores two points against Livingston Schuler added 11 blocked shots. Tinsley, and
Karen Harvey were named to the allUniversity (Ala.) during the Region 3 tournament.

Interviews begin in AD search
by Bryan McLawhom

A rigorous schedule of interviews, luncheons and
began this week for five candidates being
considered for the position of UCF athletic director.
The fiye finalists for the job-Jack Gregory,
associate athletic -director at Yale; Howard Hink,
- assistant athletic director at North Carolina State~
Dick Bestwick, former Virginia football coach; Bill
Peterson, former Houston Oiler and FSU football
coach; and Heitry Lee Parker, a Knoxville bank vicepresident-are all vying for a slot vacated when Dr.
Jack O'Leary stepped down from the post. A sixth
candidate, John West, assistant athletic director at
Furman, withdrew his name from the list.
The athletic director search committee-headed
- by Dr. William Callerman, manag~ment professor
and director of the management institute for the
College of Business Administration-is composed of
nine members, among them, members of the athletic
advisory· com.nlittee, student government, faculty,
Gridiron Club and various people from the community. The committee trimmed the original list,
consisting of 142 candid.ate~, to 31, then to' the final
five.
The committee began the interviews Monday with
Gregory and will continue meeting with candidates
through April 1. .
The first day of the two-day interviewing process
consists of breakfast with the search committee,
meetings with UCF President Trevor Colbourn, the
athletic department staff, the Athletic Advisory
Committee, coaches-and athletes.
The second day is made up ·of meetings with faculty and student government members, and ends up
with a luncheon with the search committee.
Immediately after the last interview on April 1,
the committee will meet to dicuss the five candidates and to evaluate the input garnered from per·
sons who met finalists. Following the meeting, the
committee will make a recommendation to Colbciurn. A decision will then be made to bring back
~eetings

.

There is only one· senior, Teresa Tinsley, on
the 1981·82 squad who continues in ~e national tournament. Tinsley leads UCF in scor· ing with her 14 point average, already setting a
new season record. While Tinsley could be considered a leader, this year's squad is a t.eam of
leaders, helping each other when another falls.
When Sanchez talked at the beginning of the
season, many people thought it was just
another coach blowing smoke. No matter if
UCF wins at all or is eliminated in the first
game, Sanchez has made believers iii the UCF
Lady Knights' program.
·

Tennis -.team
looking for
good season

.
· from one to three of the candidates as soon as possi- ·
ble for additionBI interviews.
·
by Jose A. Fajardo
"They're moving very rapidly, very smoothly,'"'
said athletic department spokesman Ken Sheinkopf
of the interviews, adding that a decision will "probably be made by mid to late April.''
· Sheinkopf denied rumors that one candidate is beLast year's UCF Tennis team was
ing favored over the others. "There is no doubt in
"pathetic," according to Coach Van
my mind that a decision -has not been made," he
Gladfelter. This year he expects bis
said. ''They are all a little different. They all excell in
team to make it to the Nationals.
different areas.,,
"Last year was a disaster," said
Gregory, 51, has been an associ~te athletic direcsecond-year coach Gladfelter. "I
tor at Yale since 197 5 and was football coach at·
didn't have a very good team, or a
chance to recrwt any players. The
V.illanova and Rhode Island (where he compiled a
.record of 136-69).
players that were recruited were
very good but were messed up in the
Hink, 32, has been assistant to the athletic direchead. So they quit.'.'
tor at North Carolina State since 1977 and was also
Gladfelter has seen a complete
a football assistant there for three years. He has
turnaround in his men 's team this
done extensive fund raising for the Wolfpack Club,
year. "Right now, I have seven very
and_is_considered experienced in every facet of ad·
strong players," he said.
ministrati9n.
·
.
Topping the men's ·squad i.s top
Bestwick,. 51, formerly coached at Virginia and,
said Sheinkopf, is well-known for his football credenseed senior Kyle Langill. "Kyle is a
very aggressive player," Gladfelter
tials. He has coached at Pittsburgh, South Carolina·
and Oberlin.
·
said. "He's always pressuring the
Peterson, 62, was the FSU football coach during
other players. He's a very good
player to watch."
the 1960s, was football coach and athletic director
. at Rice University and is currently serving as direcMaking up the rest of the teain are
tor of ~he President's Club for the FSU Foundation.
Troy McQuagge, who has a very
Parker, 67, a bank vice-president in Knoxville,
good serve and volley; Lenny Engel,
Tenn., has served in various administrative posi-·
an all-around player; and senior Edtions at Pittsburgh, Tennessee and Virginia Tech.
die Krass, who-is the team's most
He is a former director of player· personnel for the
steady performer. Gilbert Chappell,
New Orleans Saints and the former vice-president of
Joe McDermott and Mike Barrett
the now-defunct World Football League. Parker
-r ound out the UCF squad.
wrote the operating rules for the WFL prior to its inGladfelter attributes his t.eam's
·
ception.
_
success to the closeness between
''The people we have are very qualified,'' said
players. ''They have a goal,'' he said,
search committee member and soccer coach Jim
and they realize that together they
Rudy. "We felt these are the top ones. There are big
can prove something, which is very .
decisions to be made this year,"· he said. '·' We'd like
strange for a tennis t.eam since tento get one (athletic director) as soon as possible-the
nis is an individual' 8 sport."
sooner the better."
The men's record is _c urrently
Tennis, page 12
.

Future aiaff

tournament squad.
_
"I couldn't as~ any more of my players than
what they did in the tournament," said Joe
Sanchez, who is up -for national coach of the
year honors. "We played on four ~nsecutive
nights and played tough every game. It 'fas an
all-team effort, like it has been all season."
Tonight, UCF challenges Butler, who is 22·2
on the season, at William Penn College, the
tournament host. The fourth school in the
quarterfinais is Canisius College (NY).
The winner of the quarterfinals moves on to
Charleston, South Carolina, for the final four
tournament 'held at the College of. Charleston
next weekend.
For UCF to m8ke it there, Sai;ichez knows
what has to he done.
"Our defen9e has got to be it," said Sanchez,
ecstatic· about going to Iowa. "That is what
got us this far. They (Butler) have good
shooters and strength inside. We must stop
their power g~e while playing a quicker tempo.''

.

•
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TenniS-...'rom page

recruit some good female talent,
Gladfelter said. "Then the team will
11-5·1, the tie combtg against be good. This year will be a
Rollins, who is currently ranked se- struggle."
cond in Division II competition. Ac·
First seed Brigitte Pascual heads
cording to' Gladfelter, the match the team with her spunky and fast
ended in 8 tie because of rain. paced-game. The rest of the team inRollins took off, never wanting to eludes: Jo~nne Moncrief, Lane
finish the match. "They were quite · Johnson, Joan .Hobgood, Joleen
scared of us," said Gladfelter.
·
Wytrual, Cmdy Fee, and Daryl
T)ie women's team is a different Kroll.
story. This is Gladfelter's first year
Although the women's current
coaching the women. "Right now, record is 5·9, they may still be
I'ni trying to find the backbone of . number two in the conference. "The
the players to see who will be the women's division isn't very strong,"
steady performers, and next year explained .Gladfelter.

by Vince Cotroneo
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DEilVERY $ERVICE·AVAILABLE

-

After a fast start,
Bill Moon's squad hits slump .

11

i . OP!il ·
•.• . .24 HOURS. ·
.
:
••

·~ WVUSt.e~,

Ne~ ()rzo .

· ..... Don.llt-

Jack McCabe

.
.

~ '

'

.

!•

.•

· MAIJLAND

1;510 S. Orlando Ave., M1itl1nd, FL 32751

:

:

.

.

..

(305J 647-9549

.

..
•·

.

'

:

Inconsistency through the early
part Qf the season is causing problems for the UCF baseball J{nights
as they stand currently with an 8·7·2
record with conference pfay getting
underway next week.
After getting off to a great start
this season with _several big wins, in-·
cluding two against Valdosta State
early on, they have been off and on~
in playing near 500 ball.

Hopkins at home Thursday an~
Eckerd again Friday and Saturday.
Sophomore lefthander John flynn
has been the workhorse so far this
season. Flynn has pitclied over 31innings · so far, compiling a 2·1
record. ·He is expected to get a star·
ting nod tomorrow aft~oo~. Junior
Tom Foy is undefeat.ed ·in his two
starts, stopping Westchester State
9·5 and coming back to beat Tennessee State, 8·7 .. Together as a
staff, the Kni~hts' collec~ ERA
stands at 3.59 m 17 games.

Tomorrow afternoon the Knights
After suffering t4rough a 2-21
entertain Northwestern with a slump at the plate, rightfielder Sam
doubleheader beginning at 12:30. Nattile has come alive. Th~ junior
The two teams will meet again for from Mims leads the Knights- with a ·
two games on Monday. Sunshine .489 batting average. including six
State Conference · action begins · home runs and ·21 RBI's. Against
Wednesday when the Eckerd the Florida Gators, Nattile cracked
Tritons visit UCF. The Knights two roundtrippers and drove in five
close out the busy week with John · runs in _the Knights' 11·10 loss.

.~!·~····,···~··~················~···············
· STUDENTS . . . Are you paying rent?
Why not _have your parents invest at:

.. UNIVERSITY PLACE

•

$38,900

Duplexes

I)uplexes

2 bedroom, 2 bath

•Super Tax Shelter &

•Excellent Location near
· . UCF/Westing~ouse ·
·• Pre-completion Prices

Kevin Griggs I Future

Appreciation Potential
• ·Financing at 13%•

,..

THE HAIR SHOP
Precision Style Cµt $7 .00

ALAFAYATRAIL-1 MILE SOUTH OF UCF
282-6020 •
646-5121
. •Adjustable_Rate Mortgage

Full Serv{ce Salon

11111nuu1m1U•U1~DllUlllHUtllllllllRllHIRIUiUllllll•H111URllllUIHllllllllllllllDlllllllllliul•

Walk-In8 Welcome

RY OUR = ~.....ltl.~!l~:l!~;l~!l! ·~ ~l~l~li:!:el~! ! lr.!!l!!!llll!ll·D!l!~·lil81lyl! ~l ! -5"~ ~1! !:~urs~ ~t~ ~8~ ~. . i~
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55

~
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10% Off TO UCF STUDENTS WITH THIS AD

I
I
I

·TIRES FOR CARS, TRUCKS, VANSA~DMOTORCYCLES
•CASH AND CARRY WHOLESALE TO PUBLIC
•MICHE-LIN AND AURORA RADIALS FOR IMPORT CARS
•JETZON-GENERAL·TYGAR FOR VANS, LIGHT TRUCKS AND VW'S
•FORMULA MOTORCYCLE TIRES --LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN

;_ II

·

I

i

•MOUNTING AND BALANCING AVAILABLE

§

'

CAPERILLA DISCOUNT TIRE COMPANY

I

i

II
-

i

ARMY NAVY·STORE

=
= :•
I= :.

Gill·.

11 ·

615 FERGUSO.N DRIVE
ORLANDO.FL.32805

=:
=•

Major James D. Hornaday
Dept. of Military Science
UCF (305) 275-~430 ·

:: :

•

210 W. MICHIGAN
ORLANDO, FLA. 32806 .
(305) 843-4320
Camouflage Shirts • Camouflage Panti
Camping Equipment • Compaues • Clothlng
MaoheHes • Combat Boots • Blue Jeans ·

I AllY llTC. THE TWO-YEAI PIOGIAI. =~ .
·

!;;

!! Learn what it takes to lead.

•·

a •

l1111m11111111111111111111111111111111111111n1111m1111111111111111111111i11111111111n11111111111111111111111111111111111111111I
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COME IN TAarNpsD•BKRnaOpWsacSkEs AROUND
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GRADUATION DAY
ALMOST HERE?

In addition to working in a great place you 'II be living in one
of the most vibrant and dynamic communities in .the country.
Suroeys have shown Miami to be one of the most desirable
cities to live in. If you've ever sunned on our beaches, sailed
our bay, or sampled our international cuisine you'll know why .
we are a place you can re~lly learn to call home.
For further information please call (305) 325-6581

Respiratory Therapist
ask for: Gloria Washington

,......,.

t0622 E. Ctlulll Dr.

RADIATOR SPECIALISTS
610 CRee St.

.......

275-9127

(0..-111 hl'll'll...).
29t-Hl7

TOWNHOUSES FOR RENT!
.

.

BRAND.NEW! 2BDRM1Y2 BATH
ALL APPUANCES INCLUDING WASHEi/DRYER,
DISHWASER•.CARPET, DR#.fS, PATIO!

--......

KHAYYAM

YOUR .MONTHLY RENT -IS ON~Y:

•

g

=

*87.SO n. w/3 roommates
*t16.66 ea. w/2 roomm1fel
*t7S.OO ea. w/t roommlfl

I

A

JACKSON MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTER

CONTACT: CARL •ER$
REAL mATE ONE INC.

: :t

AWAYA

644-6244

UCF

Employment Office
Park Plaza L-301
1611 N.W. 12th Ave . .

1001<EGS·!

'oo

HAVE

IF YOU L.I kE BANKING
MADE EASY .
YOU'LL LOVE us·
I.

•

The Ci~izens Bank Of Oviedo is
located just minutes from the
u.c.F. campus. we have spacious
parking, fast drive in tellers and ·
two CITIZENS 24 HR automated
_tellers in Oviedo and at u.c.F. In
the new A.T.M. building. All to
make banking easy for you.

Flori~•

"FREE" TRANSPORTATION
IN UCFAREA

WALKTOUCFI
·x

Medical Technologist
ask for: Jay Flynn

Shopt In C.ntt1I

. "LOW PRICES"

Are you .about to embark on your
career as a Respiratory Therapist
or a Medical Technologist?
If the answer to both questions is YES, you need to call us. We
are the Southeast's largest teaching hospital and can o/fer you
the kind of experience that some of your peers will only be able
to read about. Our medical center is recognized internationally
for its professional excellence.and expertise. That is why we
are looking for t:espiratory therapists and medical tec~ologists
who are motivated enough to join the best to be the best.

R1~11tor

The Molt Co11pllll

~~Q

~I

NO REGARD
Friday Night

APRIL 2nd
Lake Claire
A benefit party for muscular dystrophy
Sponsored by Sigma Alpha Epsilon

-Everything you will ever
need from a Full service Bank is
yours at ....

•

•

Judg~ the patentability of scientific and engineering discovene~ made by R & D engineers, inventors, and scientists

world wide as a
~atent Examiner in Washington, o.c.
'.he Pat~~t an~ Trademark Office offers unique career
opportunities with • Challenge and responsibility -e Career
growt~ • Outstanding career Federal Government service
benefits

For more information about a career
as a Patent Examiner contact:

-..Y..OU,R FRIENDLY
1'56 GENEVA DRIVE · ~ P.O. ·eox 729. OVIEDOi FLORIDA 32765

'Gr'

MEMBER FDIC

"f"'V"'"""'.

(305)

365~6611

Manager, College Relations 42-202
Personnel, CP2-'9C05
Patent and Trademark Office
Washington, D.C. 20231
Call toll-free: 800-368-3064
(793) 557-7626 Wash., D.C. area
An Equal Opportunity Employer mlf • ·U.S. Citizenship Required

---,

1
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will be pr~sent.ed at noon in the Student Center Auditorium.
Wednesday's theme will be
"Focus on Safety." Women may
take a certifi~ CPR course, and attend .sessions on nurtition, physical
'fitness, safety and sexuality.
The week will conclude Friday
with the outdoor art sbow.

An outdoor ait festival featuring classroom and to inform them of
works by leading women artists their-options in today's society~
from Central Florida will highlight
"Focus on Careers" will kick off
tI:iis year's "Women's Week," the week on Monday, with sessions
March 22-26 at UCF.
.
on 'resume writing, financial security
Sponsored by the UCF Women. . and time management, and informa·
Students' Task Force, the week is tion on careers for women in science,
designed to expand educational op- business and health~ A "Dress for
·portunities for women outside the Success'' fashion show and luncheon

Women's Week
begins Monday
on UCF campus

--------------------~---------~--------~-~-------------------,

Future Management ·' Positions Available .

Editor In chief

Appllcatlon ~eadline - March 31, 1982
.Business· Manager

·Duties: Overall resPQnsibility for publication and management · of weekly ·campus
newspaper. Determines editorial content and policies, appoints and supervises staff of
student writ.ere an4 editors. Oversees newspaper's business manager and business
department, and serves as a member of the university's Board of Publication.
Ellgiblliiy: Candidates must have a minimum of a 2.0 grade-point average at UCF, be
at least a second semester freshman and must have been enrolled full tinie at•the
university since at least fall semest.er of 1981. -In addition, candidat.es must have worked
for the Future ·for at least two semest.ers, which oiay include the spring seuiest.er of
1982, and show their experience and/or academic achievement in reporting editing and
commwiication law.
Application: Applications are available in the Future's business office, phone
276-2866. Completed applications must be received by midnight Marcll 31, 1982 to be
considered.
·

Duties: Directly responsible for financial management of weekly campus newspaper,
including the raising of money through advertising, budget preparation, purchasing,
payroll and circulation. Supervises advertising sales and production and staff of student salesmen and make-up personnel. Responsible to newspaper's editor in chief ~d
serves as member of the university's Board of Publications. Salary is $60 per week plus
1 percent of all sales commission.
.
Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum of 2.0 grade-point average at UCF, be
at least a second semester freshman, and must have been enrolled full time at the
university since at least fall semest.er o( 1981. Candidat.es must show their experience
and/or academic achievellient in business management.
··
Application: Applications are available in the Future business office, phone 275~2866.
Completed applications must be received by midnight March 31, 1982 to be considered.
.
·-

J

L-~------w----~----~----~---------------------~------~-------- .
•,

Need· a :roommate? Haile something to Se.II? ~or
only 50¢ a line, students, faculty, ·& staff can ad~
Almost free tl'lnsportation. Moped, perfect for I
vertise in .t he Marketplace. & ,r each ·the cam.p us,
school or work ..125 mpg. $6.75 tag for life! Call I
273-5008after5PM_._
.
I market. Ads must be submitted in person & p~d
Scout 4WD, 1962, 6-ply tires, $575. Call 277· 1
for at the tipie of.placement. Call 2 7 5-2865 or ·s.ibp:
6647.
_. _
I by the B~sin-~ss Office_before noon the . Monday
1975 Suzuki GT 550. Excellent condition. $850 or I . before the ad IS to be run.
. .
.

for sale

'1

.
bestCathy.
offer.. Evenings & weekends, 568-5268,
ask
for
.

he lp wante'd .

I

Suzuki GS550E 1980, fairing, sissy bar, tour rack, Wanted: typing. Must do excellent work. Call 282like new, nava helmet, asking $1575. Must sell. 2440 after 9 Pm or anytim~ Sat.
Call 351-2306.
ADVEftTISING REPS needed to service existing
Siberian Husky puppies. 9 weeks old, AKC, ex· and .new accounts now and through the summer.
cellent house pets. All blue eyes. $175 males, 20% commission. Call 275-2865 or come by the
$150 females. 365-5648.
Future busi.ness office.
Women's 3-speed Schwinn collegiate-black w/
silver - exc. condition, $80. Call 859-3093 (if no
answer, wait for answering service) or ~II 2734782.

WRITERS NEEDED to write for the Future. You
need the clips to get 1 job and we need your ability
now and .through the summer. Call 275-2601 or
275-2602. (Some positions paid.)

Wrenwood, • beautiful, custom-built, spacious 2bedroom, 2-bath, split plan. Screen porch, paddle
fans, sprinkler system, gas heat, security system,
etc. $74,800. 678-6284.

Part-time handyman with light experience in carpentry. Must have transportation. Apply in per·
son. 2931 Forsyth Rd. Unit 107. Sign Shine. 6783122.

1,- . . .

. typists·

. · ;-

-~

.

EXPERIENCED fi'PiST - FAST - ·AccuiATr...:..
EDITING- DAY o·REVENING-678-0241.
-

.

TYPING. Pr of. - styled work-: fcirmer typesetter.. ~
moderate prices... Call Suzanne, 277-4857, 2824857.

•'

.. - . -

-~

-

~

..

---

- -- ·

Piano lessons: Suzanne, 277-4857, 282-4857.

by,._.*

IABORTION SERVICES, birth con.trol Information,
Ipregnancy tests and counseling. VD screening, low

Icost, confidential services.

Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
898-0921

I
I
I

You deserve a break! Don't rough it this semester,
let me type your report, term paper, resume,
manuscript, etc. I guarantee quality work at
reasonable rates. Ca!I Valerie, 275-1'45.
1

r---~for rent~--- ·-

-

Park Manor home, ~pacious 4-bdrm. 2-bth., cent.
QUALITY PROFESSIONAL. TYPING. Term papers, I air, \family rm., dbl. garage. Family or singles
resumes, dictation. Fast, efficient results. Fee I okay. $520. Call 273-3143.
negotiable. Phone 277-7161. ·
UCF area duplex, 2-bdrm. 2-bath, furn. or unfurn.
TYPING •• appea~ance ·counts in grading!" Ex: I Chris, 628-8444 or 831-8694.
.
perienced typist. I mi: from campus. do all types I
of work. Materials & minor editing included. IBM
2-bdrm. 1Yl-bath, n-;;; townhouse duplex. ExSel. II. Marti, 365-68-74 before 7:30 AM or after
cellent cond. Near entrance to East-West Exp.
I Yard care and water furn: 1809 Harrell Rd. $375.
5:30 PM or UCF x2811 •
-:--~---l Call896-8011.
__
.

I

I

__ _

""'.!:::::

_ _

!Mature person wanted for roommate. House is in
College Park. Non-cigarette smoker. $225 & 'h
Overlooks pool. Need bdrm. furn. Avail. Apr. 1. 1utilities. No pets. 422-0683.
Eves, 671-2860. ·
,
Grad. female student wanted to share fum. 2·
Room to rent. Must be neat. $100, all included. bdrm. 2-bth. condo. Washer and dryer, pool, tenCall 282-2440 after 9:00 PM, Sat. & Sun. nls. 7 mi. from UCF. Non-smoker. $160 & ¥2 elect.
anytime.
c.11277-6848.

I

I

i

Misc. typing wanted - reisonable -·Calf855-7325·
after 5 PM.

I
other
.
, I
.
·
,
. I Male (non-smoker & neat) wanted to share 'h apt.
Attention men & women: tryouts for positions on I rent ($120 ea.) & util. on 436 7 mj. from UCF.
1

I

I

·

I
I
I

It wor"k.s.Isend $175
I
. pus
$.~5 for handling, EG Assoc1ate-s, P.O. Box 474,
Wmter Pk., FL 32790_.___
I Resume$. Distinctive and sharp. $8 for one page.
I $15 for two pages. Classic laid copies. $.20 each.
. Call 647_3059•
I .: -1S ·,· R - - ISocia cience esearch Services, P.O. Box 36l,
Orlando, FL 32802. Lowest prices (send $1 for
I.list). Licensed. .
?

--=- - - -·

HOOtor 500ii1m F8 refl,x lens. Brand new~ I
:·-ro~ma
- ·•""Ba.•
~ikkor S0.300";'m zoo"! F4.5. Best offer. 27.S. ·1
~ - /~•~•
~1
-~. ask for Brian or Mike.
.. ___________ ~ _J Female fnon·smoker and neat) to share 2-bdrm. Airport area female wanted to share 3-bdrm.
apt. within walking distance to UCF. $135. 273· :home with same. $200 & ¥2 utilities. Will consider
5371.
·
one .child. 851-2382. ·
_

,

.

mem~r1ze.

1

_____________ J. _____ _.. __
1

To register.or obtain more info, call Barbara ~•r·
tin at 275-2177.
. ·

I .How TO STUDY FOR EXAMS ...AND PASS
I guide
5 i:nmute report ~ery .v~luable. ~SY to use study
- short - simplifies learning process. Mpst

1

I

A training camp will be /held.March 24 • April 7
(Mon.· Fri. of these dates in UCF gym from 3-S
PM.)

11

I 20 o~ portion thereof. Call Shawn Rader or Alice
I White, 843-460~.

..._. I

EXPER~ ~PIHQ,: _24 1rs. exp. 'ull t1m!· Ter.
papers, theses, reports, resumes, ~t~. -C!rrectl•
,0 f spelling, ~mmar, pane. and editing mcludetl.
'bl c 1 He · '678-1386
Reasona e.
a, .
·
··"
·TJPing ·service available. 11 yea.rs experien~
Close to UCF. Call Denise, 275-6257.

_

COMPUTER DISCS
Raise dollars for clubs or organizations. I have
5.25" discs for the Apple or TRSSO computers. just the thing for you. Call 869-1807 for details.
Only $29.95 for a box of 10 or $2.99 for each. Call
Rich at 678-0898.
ACC'1UNTING1 ENGIN., BUSINESS, PRE-LAW,
COMP. SCI. MAJORS. Temporary & permanent
1979 Suzuki GS750E, less than 13,000 mi. Win- positions. Will fit schedule. Professional Te~·
dshield, case saver footrests, helmets, cover, p~rary Services, 6~7-7473.
nck.-$1700. Call Brad Jenkins at 841-5166 (days)
·
or 841-8933 (eves).
College rep for locaTbeer distributOr. ·l>t. time
work, salary & commission. For details call 831·
Pioneer amplifier turntable tapedeck speakers, 1· 7800 &ask for Dave Moser.
yr. old. $920 or best offer. Student desk with I· .
--chair, antique design, $180 or best offer. Call 1-Pt.-time homecleaners needed"lO to 20 hrs. per w.
27$.!555.
.
Mus~ have tran~~rtation and phone. Can earn up·
to~ per hr. withm 1st 3 mo. Call 671•7463 for
Sofa cfl11r, love seat, 2 end tables, ~offee table., I details.
.·
Exc~~nd.Mon_.-Th~~.,644-0310. _
_

the UCF varsity cheerleading squad will be held
April 8 at 3 PM in the UCF om.

·

I Law
clerks from Tenn. and Vi. desire to
house-sit" in home or apt. from May I to August

·Gay Community Services of Central Florida of·
Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist, 16 yrs. ex- fering legal and medical referral counseling hot
.perience at·lo~ rates. Call DAY or EVENINGS 678-. j lii:le with trained members &special activitie;. For
;4360. ·
' ~ information call 843-2750.
_
-- - FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPINGI . FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of
Pregnant? Need help? 841-2223
spelling, grammar, punctuation. Term papers, I
Free Pap smear and breastexam
Call for appointment-Counseling for men
thesis, dissertations, research papers, resumes, · 1
and typing. All work prepared on IBM display
BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori.
· writers. Full-time staff, all have college degrees j,
.
- -::.
24-hrA turnaround avail. 671-3007.
pABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY TESl~
,LOW CO$T BIRTH CONTROL Privacy, confiden·
Expert typing •• term papers, theses, repOrts, ,tiality guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725
hours
resumes, etc .. IBM typewriter, best rates in town. 1'N. Magnolia Avenue. Available
Iii day: ~22.o&06; or toll free 1 (800) 432-SSi!.
Teresa, 869-0684.

1978Y2 Suzuki GS750C. Excellent condition. National company offering full-time summer
Meticulously maintained, numerous extras. positions. Excellent experience and pay. Call 788$1700. Call Larry at 295-3352.
2059 for information.

.

I

r-------------1------------__J
-.
.. _ ., . .
_
.
.• . . ..,
I cram or

Stereo record player, built-in amplifier speakers
.
·
·
with connecting cable, 45 Ja 78 RPM. $40. Call
277-9376.
Excellent opportunity for ambitious goal-oriented
individuals who strive for success and recognition.
-1970 Honda · 450 roadfdirt bike, recent top Phone 859-9211.
overhaul, functional not pretty, $300. 365-8510
mornings/weekends. ·
Exercise? Extra money? Plain bored? Industrialloffice cleanup work. Part-time evenings
Pinball machine, 4 players. $250 or offer. Call or we.ekends. S. orlando area. 351-2045, 10 AM 896-2274.
10 PM M·F. EOE.

........

services

·l

I UCF

Townhouses, 2- or 3-bdrm. townhouse,
$325/mo. & security. Perfect for 3· students.
·Across from UCF. 889-4678.
.

I

I ·.

.

·

.

ID~~l~s, 1 bdrm.. 1_-bath, lvg rm., kit., AIC, all
ut~htie~ & cablev1s1on & HBO pd. Wash. mach. 4-5
Im1lesb1ke_path.$2401mo.277-6647.
\ Acr
f
·UCF
:tJd- i bth - f
-f
I A !1s~ ro~ Ph •2275-~9 • ., un um. ap ·
vii · ay · one
·
273-5610
I
UNIVERSITY Vil. ~AS
I
Furnished & Unfurnished ;s245. S270
1.

1

·

2 Pools, Tennis Courts· · ·

·

I
I On-site bus svc. to UC~ ~ Colonial Matl
~

... ,
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O_Dinion
Egitorial

Cuts wi 11 sl-ash
tax revenue
t

L

Fe"'
"4ero1 St
1979
IJc:Jent
55 billion

1980

Ala A

1981

1979
$6,000

Co//ege
1980

Costs

$4 billion

L

· ~~. 8 billion

1981

._

llflro/Jr:

IOf/o

1982

--~

t.Js •

$3.7 bllllon
In the first week of March about 500 demonstrators
rallied on the steps of the U.S. Capital chanting
$5,500
"B?<>ks, not bombs!" They were trying to persuade
legislators to oppose further cuts in student financial
aid.
Participants in "National Student Lobby Day,"
$5,000
were not pleading for student ''wel(are,'' but entering
. legislators' offices with facts and figures that questioned the wisdom of President Reagan's proposed
cuts~ student aid. They could well have used figures .
$4,500
from a UCF study which found that short term deep
cu~ in financial aid may increase the long term financial burden on taxpayers.
The report, conducted by the UCF Office of Financial Aid last year, begins: ''Many of the people that are
$4,000
aware of Student Financial Aid Programs consider
them a type of welfare. For this reason, it has become
Grants, College Work Study,
•rotal Federal Approprianecessary to prepare an accurate report to show taxNational Direct Student
tions for. Basic Grants and
Statistics from American
payers the exact return on their investment for money
Loons and State Student (nCampus Based Awards lnCouncil on Education Relations
centlve Grants.
clude·s Grants, SupplemenDivision of Governmental
spent on Student Financial Aid Programs."
tal Educational Opportunity
January 22, 1982
In 1978·79, American taxpayers spent approximately $3.8 billion dollars for financial aid to approximately
President Reagan's budget "would cut federal aid available on the cam·
2,975;632 students. Students on financial aid comprised 45 percent of the nationwide full-time enrollment.
puses by 50 percent for the academic year ~ginning September
The .report fOUnd that these students, because they
1983-when·college costs will have risen another 15 to 20 percent."
have degrees, earn more after college than workers
J. W. Pellatson
without degrees. For instance, the average income for
President
of
the American
a high school male graduate is $16,385 a year, while·
Council on Education
one with a college education averages $23,895 a year.
Consequently, college graduates pay more in taxes.
F.rom "Higher F.clucadon and National Affain" (Jan. 29, 1982 t.ne) .
The report assumed graduates would leave school at
the age of 22 and pay taxes for the national average of
43 years. These individuals would pay t4s billion in
taxes they would not be able to pay on the salaries of
workers without college educations. This $43 billion is
Federal financing of Pell Grants would be Guaranteed Student Loans (GSL) by denying
1.3 times the original investment of $1.8 billion in reduced to $1.4 billion-$900 milion less than a the loans t(> graduate and professional
financial aid.
level approved by Congress for fiscal 1981. students. Under the GSL program the federal
The report estimates that if the Reagan administra· Grant availability would be cut by 40 perceiit, government guarantees loans from banks, sav- .
tiori cuts student aid by $1 billion (an often cited removing about one-third or 1 million ·students ings and loan associations or similar organizations provided to -eligible s~dents. The loans ·
figure), it could decrease tax revenue by $11.3 billion in from the program.
have low interest (9 percent) which the govern·
the futur,e,
Se .
b
.
ment
agrees to pay while the student is in
Admittedly, -the Univer8ity estimate may be no more ·_ mng a out 615,000 students nationwi~e,
school,
and for six months thereaftei-.
gospel than the administration's ·e stimate of how far Supplement.al Education Opportunity Grants
The
program
currently provides almost $45
and how fast interest rates will decline. But, at least it (SEOG), would be eliminated. This year at
establishes that an investment in stude11t aid is an in- : UCF, 184 students received $91,000 in SEOG million to more than 10,000 Florida graduate
and studen~, including 170 graduate students
vestment with a high return, and not a simple form of moner:.
at UCF. Undergraduates with GSL's never ·
welfare.
National
Student Loans (NDSL) that pay more than the 9 percent interest Wider ex·
The administrat!on . should tight.en · aid gradually provide funds to 266,000 students across the isting guidelines, regardless of the current .
~hroug~ clo~~ momtonng of ?efaults on student loans, nation would be eliminated. This year, 386 market rat.e.· Reagan would require borrowers
mcreasmg mterest rates pmd by student borrowers_. students received NDSL's.
to pay market int.erest rat.es two years 8fter
and emphasizing financial need in awards. However, it
'Ole College Work Study (CWS) program graduation (now about 15 percent).
should abandon those proposals that totally eliminate would be reduced· by 27 percent ending jobs
certain aw.ards to ~ck ~ons of dollars off. t~e top. for 250,000 -students. This yei:r, 462 UCF
The toll free number for information · on
Such deep and unmediat.e cuts may be slicuig the students are employed by the program.
federal funding for higher education is
bottom out of tax revenue coffers.
President Reagan would restrict access to (800)368-5705.
-.

A5
um·m ary of Proposed

Cuts:

oheet

an~ mi~un?erstanding must be clwed up now. If
~hi~ edi~rial appears in this newspaper then that,
m itself, is a step in the right direction.
Editor:
As a student, I am disturbed by the lack of
Brian Corpening
coverage that this newspaper gives minorities on
this campus. On Feb. 16 Benjamin Hooks, directqr of the NAACP, spoke on this campus. The
event was part of the Black Student Union
Editor:
recognition of Black Awareness Month. It would
We the undersigned would like to express our
seem obvious that a speaker of this magnitude
opinion of the lnt.ernational Students depart·
would be covered by our Capable newspaper. The
.ment, (concerning Lisa Moller's article, Feb. 12 : ·
newspaper had no trouble giving G. Gordon Lid· lSSUe).
.
dy headline co_verage. Is this newspaper saying
Each of us talked with at least 10 other interna·
that Dr.. Hooks is not on the level of a common
tional students.and everyone has approved of the
criminal?
way the Office of International students handles
When I asked why the Future did not give
our many problem.s.
coverag~ to Dr. _Hooks I was told that a mix-up
Dr. Hoan and his staff have our full confidence.
prevented his coverage. This newspaper is giving
Moreover, now that review of the office is being
a new meaning to the word competent. What use made, we suggest that the University strengthen
does 1l _newspaper. serve if it cannot give even·
Dr. Hoan's staff to help him cope with our in·
handed professional coverage? It seems to me
creasing demands.
that this newspaper is not aware that minorities
like to read the newspaper to_o. ~ese perceptions .L. Gui~rt-Spain, Joseph Campos-Philippines, _ Chivukula, S. R. P.-lndia, Saeed
Ghandeharioun-Iran, A. 0. Awosanya-Nigeria
Letters to the EJi,ture must be delivered
Raad Hussain Bashar-_Iraq, Y. H. Chen-China:
prior to Monday, at 5 p.m. to be included
Carlota
Mendoza Venezuela, N. Komalara·
in the upcoming issue. Letters must bear
jun-Thailand,
Abdul Hadi M. S. Sagga-Saudi.
the author's signature ~d phone number,
Arabia,
M.
Attaran-Resident
Alien, ~~and Tot V.
and must not exceed 250 words.
N.-South Vietnam

Minorities need press

Letters
Intern with legisl·a tor
Editor:
I have two Legislative Intern positions
available in my Jacksonville office for the summer. The duties include the following:
Research, constituent casework, inmate
casework, representing me at meetings, lun·
cheons, . cocktail parties, and other functions,
general office work, reading reports/drafting
memos, speech drafting, working on the development of legislation; and drafting correspondence.
We provide a worthwhile educational ex·
perience for our interns. My staff and I worked as
interns. From our perspective, our experiences
aid us in providing an interesting and valuable internship.
I would encourage· sharp enthusiastic students
who would like to have this opportunity to work
as a Legislative Intern in my office to please call
me at (904) 488-8278, person-to-person collect. I
will return the call as soon as I receive the
message.
Andy Johnson
State Representative

Dr. Hoan's office· helpful

•
Focus on Careers
Monday

March 22

4:00

WOMEN IN SCIENCE CAREERS

WOMEN IN .BUSINESS·CAREERS

Advice on preparation for positions in the business
world, the job search, interviewing, ~nd career planning .
Ms. J.oanne Suweyn
President of Women's Information Network
Room 214 Student Center

DRESS FOR SUCCESS
12:00

SPECIAL TOPICS
For Working Mothers & Student Mother~
I

I

WOMEN IN HEALTH CAREERS

Information for women considering health careers,
needed career preparation, opportunities in the field,
and rewards of careers in health will be discussed by
Dr. Sharon Nickle, M.D. Dr. Nickle, a UCF alumna, ·
will also share her personal experiences and steps of
preparation in becoming a physician .
Room 211 Student Center

Ms. Brenda Dishman, UCF, will deliver an informative
and up-to-date presentation on selecting a quality
day-care center for your child.
Room 214 Student Center

2:00

FINANCIAL SECURITY

Advice on planning for you and your family's future
financial security by Pat Lynch of McSay Lynch &
Associates.
Student Center Auditorium

9:30 to 12:30

March 24

CPR
Well .Worth Learning

Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation is an easy to learn
technique with dramatic results : IT SAVES LIVES!
Many "sudden death" victims, those who lose breathing and/ or heartbeat from accident or disease can be
saved by performing CPR quickly and correctly. To
learn how, sign up (275-2177) for this free, 3-hour
course . The course is taught by th.e Orange County
Medical Auxiliary and is limited to 35 participants.
Room 143 Student Services Building

11 :00

NUTRITION ·
You Are What You Eat!

Learn how you r d ietary habits effect your physical
health, attitude, energy and appearance. Dr. Bartlett
teaches d ietary improvements for a healthier you .
Room 21 1 Student Center

Focus on Women's Art
Friday March 26
UCF is proud to present a day-long outdoor art show
featuring Central Florida's most' outstanding woman
artists. The show is located on the Student Center
Green from 10:oo ·a.m. until 3:00 p.m.
SPECIAL GUEST ARTISTS INCLUDE
Jeanne Schubert

Va'lerie Brachmann

·Special Guest Spea.k ers
Tuesday
1 :00

PH Y SICAL FITNESS
Shape U p and Feel Great

Instructors from the Ard~n Zinn Studio demonstate
their unique exe rcise program . Come dressed to
participate or feel free to si t and take notes.
Multi- pu rpose Room Education Building

March 23
WOMEN'S

12:00

~EXUALITY

Dr. Sandra Guest
Dr. Guest ~ill give a talk on women's sexuality; its
development, major changes and currerllt status. All
women should become familiar with this topic to
better understand their own personal growth and
needs.
Room 143 Student Services Building

2:00

"60 MINUTES" COVERAGE FOR WOMEN

' Wednesday

.

4:00 SELECTING A GOOD DAY-CARE CENTER

FASHION SHOW AND LUNCHEON

Enjoy the latest fashions for women entering the
business world. Tips on dressing for interviews,
mixing new clothing with old favorites, and wardrobe
planning will be presented by Central.Florida's expert,
Ms. Joanne Shriver.
Luncheon tickets are on sale for $3.00 in Student
Affairs. Reservations for the fashion stiow (Without
lunch) are available by calling 275-2177.
Student Center Auditorium .

1:00

RESUME WRITING CLINIC

All participants will prepare an actual resume which·
can be utilized for part time, summer or permanent
professional employment. Step-by-step instructions
will be given for all aspects of resume construction .
Conducted by:
Ms. Flora Pinder
Ms. Gracia Miller
Room 211 Student Center

Opportunities in science-related fields will be discussed by: Ms. Carolyn Holman - Radiological Physicist
Sherry Meyer - Dosimetrist
Leslie Harlan - Technological Firm Manager
Room 211 Student .Center

11 :00

Focus on Health Ir SafetY

Instruction on effective time management by Dr. Bill
Callarman.
Room 211 Student Center

EXPLORING CAREERS FOR WOMEN
10:00

TIME MANAGEMENT

3:00

CAREERS IN MEDIA

Annetta Wilson
lnfor'm ation on the fast-paced life of a woman in the
media will be discussed by Annetta Wilson, an
anchor woman with Channel 6 News . She will advise
on preparation for a career in media as well as give
information on the future career opportunities for
females in media. This presentation will also make
you aware of how "not so glamorous" news reporting
can be.
·
Room 143 Student Services Building

WHAT WOULD YOU DO IF YOU WERE
CONFRONTEq BY A RAPIST?
We are presenting two films, "How To Say No To A
Rapist and Survive" and "Nobody's Victim" to suggest
some answers.
10:00 a.m. & 3 :00 p .m.
Room 143 Student Services Building

1:00

A WOMA N A ND HER BODY
Dr. Anne Gilbert

Dr . Gilbert w ill d iscuss th~ rewards and tribulations
of being a black female physician . The focus of her
speech will be on the importance of women becoming
aware and concerned with their bodies, as well as an
overview of some of the more common gynecological
disturbances women may incur .
Room 214 Student Center

2·:00

ANOREXIA NERVOSA
Nervous Loss Of Appetite

Dr. Martin Lazoritz, M .D. will discuss the symptoms,
causes, and cures· for ! h1s perilous disease that
affects over 100,0(JO women in the United States .
This informative presentation .is delivered by the
foremost authority in Central Florida, Dr . Lazoritz .
Room 143 Student Services Building

3:00

\fVOMEN'S SAFETY

Officer Jim Bishop gives tips on safety precautions
for UCF women students. Every woman should take
advantage of th is session t o learn how to handl e
effeGtively pote nt ially dang e rous situations .
Room 143 Student Services Bu ilding

E.V . Tatich

Mary Lou Mullins

Dulaney Jacobs

Char Vogel

Eleanor Timmerman

Judith Leitch
Jane Plante

Marlene Fi~es

Marjorie Cornelius

Mary Whipple

Lola Lawrence

Cathy Altvater

Johanna Drummond

Ruth Weiland

Marg~ret

Larry Wagner

Newman

Phyllis Ring

Jane Goddard

Jacque1ine Beach

Betty Bay

Sissie Barr

The UCF Art Gallery is hosting a special exhibition
highlighting seven of Florida's women photographers.
Enjoy this display in the UCF Art Gallery located in the
Humanities and Fine Arts Building.
PARTICIPATING .ARTIS.TS INCLUDE
Susan Camp Crosby

Abigail Perlmutter
Tricia Sample

Diane Farris
Evon Streetman

Merry Moore Winnet

Anne Tomczak

This celebration of Women in the Arts is the grand
finale of Women's Week . You are invited to a reception
honoring these artisits from 3 :00 - 6 :00 in the UCF
Art Gallery .

